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Choosing an Agriculture Career 
Directions: Read each job description and choose one job you might be interested in. Do some 

research on the job you chose, how much salary do they typically make? What steps do you have to 

take to obtain this career? A day in the life of this career? Then write an essay describing the tasks 

your job requires and why you would choose that agricultural job. 

Agricultural Economist: This is a management related job in the agribusiness firms. They use 

modern analytical management tools to make profitable decisions. They conduct financial analysis, 

develop marketing plans, and set up optimal production schedules in national and international food 

firms. They always have to analyze alternative decisions to make sure they are being efficient and 

effective. 

Agricultural Engineers: They develop equipment to improve food production and distribution. They 

typically start their tasks by talking with clients, consultants and agricultural professionals to 

determine the problems that need solving. The job requires a bachelor’s degree. 

Agricultural Worker: Known as farm workers or ranch hands, perform many of the basic tasks 

needed to produce food. They plant and harvest crops by hand, feed and water animals, and operate 

machines that automate some of these processes. The job generally requires no advanced education 

because workers learn their skills on the job.  

Aquaculturist: This job entails farming of the sea. This job requires to stock ponds, feed fish, 

monitor water quality, check for diseases, harvest fish, and maintain equipment. They purpose is to 

cultivate environments where fish and crustaceans can thrive and reproduce. 

Botanist: A Botanist is a plant biologist who studies all plant life. They study the effects of pollution 

on plants and works towards protecting species. They also produce entire plants from a single cell or 

will use biotechnology to develop new or improved plants. 

Farmer (Farm Manager): Farmers are the driving force in the Agriculture industry. There are various 

products you can chose to produce, such as crop production or dairy cattle. Farmers are responsible 

for the daily planning, organization, supervision, and administrative activities on a farm estate. 

Forester: manages timberland, by planting new trees while protecting the soil, water and air. They 

harvest trees for production of a variety of products made from wood, like paper and pencils.  

Horticulturist: Work in crop production, plant propagation, plant breeding, and genetic 

engineering. They improve crop yield quality, nutritional value, and resistance to insects, diseases, 

and environmental stresses. You can obtain many different positions as a horticulturist in the 

industry, government, or educational institutions. 

 


